ATS/CIRA Colloquium

Cultural Jamboree

3 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 18
ATS 101

Cultural Jamboree

Five student presenters from our department will share their personal experiences of cultural interactions through their academic and social journeys. Talks will be followed by an open panel discussion.

"I am from "country not found"
Chen-Kuang (Kevin) Yang

"The "its complicated" relationship between USA and PR"
Zaibeth Carlo-Frontera

"Differences in cultural norms between Bangladesh and the USA"
Anindita Chakraborty

"What makes Chileans and Americans alike and different at the same time?"
Daniel
Veloso-Aguila

"Motivation for International Exploration"
James Larson

Colloquia page: atmos.colostate.edu/colloquia